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l* Gen:vo nx 1F february 1953) .

1.Thenlutersesoi.la Committee saesaokedote consider the conditions
and timgns under wcioh the applicatioofeJ Zanea should be pursued and to
report to the CONTRAICTNG PARTIEo en the matter involveinlu this appli-
maoien.

2. ln addressini staelfote this task theoCemittee noted that the
OORACTINGPARTIESE ahnd recognized ahnt paepn shouldak.lh ber rightful
placi ln the cmonuuity of tdiiUng tazisnand,u,otthat enen,should be ad-D
mittedot. appropriate international arrangements. As regardsht!e accession
of Japanot. the General AgrmentsFa, the Cmomietue recognized ehn aeed of
Yapan foansinIucreased participation in world trad ..

3. SoB.me members censideredhatIt it was not necessary to easlibish any
special conditions for the aecsosion of Japan sinca eny problems which
aught arisf orem such accession could be met by existing provisions of the
Agreement, Certain other members of the moimlttee, however, while indicating
that they didonet seek special safeguards against competition arising from
a genuine advance in tlo lng-run efficiency oJ 3apanese productions recalled
the sudden flooding of certain markets with Japanese manufactures in pre-
war years in ciurscmtances which produced violent disruption of trading
conditio s-with serious adverse repercussions for large sectorofet production
in many countries. They recnogized that theocendioienofet production and
export in Japenahed changednaud, particularly,- that the Government of Japan
had taken measures designed to prevent the recurrence of thc eoiditnous
wcieh had given rise to these difficulties. These members pointed out,
however, that fears still existed in many quartsrS that these conditions
might recur and consequently ehtre might be danger that contracting parties
would hesitate to make further reductions in ehoir tariffansud might even
be under pressure to raise existing tariff levels. Thes .uggested, there-
fore, that it was desirab e.to ensure that the Agreement provided fate-
guards toedcaliwlth such a situation. It was felt that any fateguardsote
meet these difficulties should be generally applicableote al ocentracting
parties.

4. The Committee eximIned the safeguards provided in the Agrmeewnt and
consideredi ln particulars whether ehussafeguards w voud aafford proceoonmo.
to the commercial interestedfo: contracting parties in ehe entat of violent
disruptioofei Internaoienal trading conditions.
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5. First, the Committee examined the provisions of Article VI. It was
found that while these might cover part of the problem presented to the
Committee, they would not be adequate to deal with all the difficulties
which might arise.

6. The Committee then examined the provisions of Article XIX. In this
connection certain members stated that in their view the essence of the
problem lay in the tact that in the event ot violent disruption of trading
conditions arising from exports from a particular contracting party, action
consistent with the Agreement, including emergency action under Article XIX,
would have to be non-discriminatory end would thus have to be applied to
the trade of all contracting parties, including those which were in no way
responsible for the circumstances requiring redress. It was recognized that
extensive resort to such action would not be consistent with the attain-
ment ot the objectives of the Agreement and that such action if taken would
be harmful to world trade generally. Moreover, Article XIX provides primarily
for action by a contracting party whose domestic producers suffer injury
and only in very limited circumstances for action by a contracting party
which is not itself a producer of the goods in question. o.
..

7. The Committee, therefore, proceeded to consider a suggestion that
Armicle XIX irght be extended so as to provide aforlution ort these difficulties.
This would involve the addition to parf raph 1 ot'anewoviding prdvid.ng
that If auy product was being exported by a contrac,ingspar y.inluch'
citromstances as to produce serious disruption of trading conditions and to,
cause or threaten jerious in-ury to ansignificaut secctor or botors of
pofduceion tf ona or mare contracting parties and if remedial measures could
n t be takeh consistentlywith sub-paragraph: (a) or sub-paragraph (b) of
paragiaph 1 or If taken consistently with these sub-paoagraphs wauld cause
severe damage to the interests of one or more other contracting parties, the
ë.ntracting party Into whose territory the product in question was being
imported enight suspmd the application to any other contracting party or

oarties trcm whom the product was being exported of such sbligation$ or
concessions under this Agreement as it might deem appHoprniate. Eavig
regard-t the difficulties with which Governments wofld be contronted if
Iu such' exceptional circumstances they were not free to take the emergency.
action which they felt to be required, certain members considered that
paragraphs 2 and 3 et Article XIX embodied the procedures and conditions
appropriate to emergency aceion in tha circumstinnces in mmd. Other .
members, however, saw strong objections toany such eftension o? Article XIX.
They teat that the situation for which safeguards wsoe being &>ught was one
ftaigl within Articae XIiI sad, In their view, was not likely to develop
ln such a way as to make it difficult to proceed in accwrda ce With. that
.rticle. It should, thereforel be deait with under the proofdures sf
Article XXIII which provide ffrfrelie? trom obligati ns with- the apfroval o?
the OONTRACTING PARTIES. Since, therefore, the Agreement pinvides b
Article XIII for discriminatory acti n with. th priorlapproval of the
CONTRACTING PAnTI S sud,, aé previously s ated, *there sheuld& ba no insuperable
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difficulties in following the procedures of that Article, they saw no
Justification for so drastic an amendment as to introduce discrimination into
the application of Article XIX.

8. The Committee, therefore, considered Article XXIII which provides for
consultations and the suspension of obligations or concessions when benefits
accruing under the Agreement are being nullified or impaired, or when the
attainment of objectives of the Agreement la being impeded. It appeared
to the Committee that violent disruption of trading conditions of the type
described it remedial action consistent with the Agreement would lead to
a general raising of tariff levels and other barriers to world trade, would
create a situation impeding the attainment of objectives of the Agreement.
This would therefore ba a situation falling under part (c) of paragraph 1
of Article XXIII. It was considered that, in the evant of such a situation
arising, contracting parties whose interest were seriously affected would
avail themselves of the facilities of Article XXII, but that if consultations
under that article should prove unsuccessful they could thereafter refer
the matter to the CONTRACTING PARTIES under paragraph 2 of Article XXIII.
Further, the Committee oonsidered which contracting parties might have recourse
tc Article XXIII in these circumstances. Several possibilities were
mentioned. In the drafr declaration below, the Committee have provided two
alternatives each of which received some measure of support in the Committee.

9. Certain member called attention to the difficulties with which govern-
ments might under the procedures appropriate to Article XXIII be confronted,
both in allaying present tears and in dealing with a future situation, if,
having satisfied themselves that emergency action was necessary and could
not effectively be taken without serious damage to third party interests,
they were not then free to take the alternative emergency action which they
considered in the exceptional circumstances to be necessary. Under the
procedures of Article XXIII, they would not have the same freedom to take
this alternative action as they would have to take action, subject in the
case of action under Article XIX to the procedures there applicable, which
would have precisely the damaging effect on third party interests which it
was desirable to avoid. While other members of the Committee doubted whether
such emergency action would be necessary in the situation envisaged, they
felt that even if emergency action should become necessary, the procedures
of Article XXIII should meet the situation,

10. It was recognized, however, that there might be circumstances in which
the procedures of Article XXIII would be too slow inoperation to provide
adequate safeguards. The Committee therefore considered the suggestion that
provision should be made for emergency action in critical circumstances where
delay would cause damage difficult to repair. Under this suggested procedure
the question whether citical circumstances existed and whether emergency
measures should, therefore, be taken would require a ruling by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES. If, however, the CONTRACTING PARTIES did not act promptly in such
circumstances the delay thus caused would clearly defeat the purposes of any
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emergency action. If therefore the CONTRACTING PARTIES failed to reach
decisions within 30 days, at least on the interim measures designed to prevent
damage, it should be possible for the contracting party concerned to take
provisiona1 defensive measures pending a decision by the CONTRACTING PARTIES.

11. The question was considered whether the emergency procedure discussed
in paragraph 10 should be provided for by amendment of the Agreement or by
a declaration of the CONTRACTING PARTIES asserting that in certain defined
circumstances they would adopt a specified procedure for dealing with cases.
of the type described in this report which may be referred to that under
Article XXIII. The Committee concluded that no amendment of the Agreement
would be necessary since what was contemplated was that the CONTRACTING
PARTIES would authorize the taking of certain measures in an emergency which
they would have authority to authorites in any particular case under paragraph
2 of Article XXIII. The Committee considered that the procedural arrange-
ments required could be introduced by a declaration an the following lines:

"THE CONTRACTING PARTIES DECLARE

"(a) that according to their interpretation of paragraph 1 of Article XXIII,
a situation in which goods are exported by a contracting party in such
circumstances as to produce or threaten violent disruption of trading
conditions affecting a significant sector or sectors of production
or one or more cther contracting parties and where no preventive measures
consistent with the General Agreement and its objectives can be found
which seen likely to be effective, would be deemed to impede the attain-
ment of objectives of the General Agreement;

"(b) that, accordingly, in such a situation a contracting party, into a
territory of which the goods are being imported , could bave recourse
to Article XXIII within the terms of paragraph 1(c) of that Article
for the purpose of arriving at a satisfactory adjustment or, alternatively,
appropriate relief in accordance with paragraph 2 of that Article; and

"(c) that, if such a situation is so referred to the CONTRACTING PARTIES
and if the CONTRACTING PARTIES, in critical circumstances where delay
would cause damage which it would be difficult to repair, fail within
30 days of such reference to reach a final decision on or adjustment
of the matter or to authorize appropriate provisional measures to
prevent such damage, a contracting party, into a territory of which
the goods are being imported,may thereafter apply such provisional
measure not otherwise permitted under the Agreement as the situation
may require pending a final decision or adjustment by the CONRACTING
PARTIES in accordance with Article XIII."

Alternatively, this phrase might read:
"... a contracting party, into a territory of which the goodsare being
imported and which is directly affected, ..."
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12. In the course of the examination or the provisions of the General
Agreement, It was pointed out that the Agreement did not contain any specific
provision relating to difficulties which might be created in international
trade by the existence of unfair labour conditions. It was suggested that
the CONTRACTING PARTIES should specifically declare that the existence of
unfair labour conditions, particularly in production for export, would
be a situation justifying recourse to Article XXIII. The Committee questioned
whether a declaration in these general terms would serve any useful purpose
and preferred to leave any specific case for determination under that
Article.

13. On the question of the timing of the tariff negotiations the Committee
has not felt that it could usefully make suggestions to the CONTRACTING
PARTIES at the present time, In this connection, there was some discussion
as to the nature of the tariff negotiations. Attention was drawn to a
amber of related matters in the field of tariffs which will have to be
dealt with before the end of this year, including the desirability of holding
another round of general negotiations directed towards a further reduction
of tariff levels and the question of extending the assured life of the
exiting concessions under the General Agreement, as well as the legislative
requirements affecting the tariff progremmes of certain contracting parties.
It was pointed out that some contracting parties would wish to take into
account the accession of Japan in formulating their policies on these questions.

14. A substantial majority of the Committee felt that the inevitable adjust-
ments in trade which would follow from the accession of Japan to the General
Agreement could be more easily made in conditions of expanding world trade
which would be facilitated by a further general lowering or tariff barriers
involving appropriate contributions by major trading countries. While the
linking of these various problems to the negotiations with Japan might
imply some delay in the negotiations with that country, it was felt that
this would not be substantial and would be more than compensated by the
additional advantages to be derived from the wider scope of the general
negotiations contemplated. Moreover, from the point of view of the
contracting parties and as a practical matter it would be more efficient
to deal with all these related tariff issues in a single general tariff
conference.

15. The Committee recommends that this report be communicated to the
contracting parties with a view to arriving as soon as possible in special
session, at decisions as to the conditions under which the accession of
Japan should be proceeded with and as to the nature and timing of the tariff
negotiations.


